INTRODUCTION: HERITAGE EDUCATION AND THE CITY

Educating the public on matters related to cultural heritage has become a global endeavour. In recent decades, efforts have been made to develop cultural heritage programmes that target children and young people, particularly at the international level. These efforts range from the development of education and information programmes in a global context (1) (UNESCO, 1972, article 27) to national curriculums (Stone, 2004), with the intention of encouraging initiatives that create a better understanding of the conservation and restoration of cultural property (2), raising awareness of cultural heritage among young people (3), and so on. A broad variety of disciplines and discourses, such as preservation, education and history, has devoted substantial effort to the education of children and young people on heritage.

Particularly in the preservation discourse, beginning with the Athens Charter, encouraging the general public and young people to take an interest in protecting cultural heritage has been emphasised (1931, article 7). In recent years, the education of people of all ages has been considered as part of interpretation programmes (ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Sites, 2007). In addition, recent decades have also witnessed substantial efforts at the city level regarding the need to educate the urban population on issues related to cultural heritage. The establishment of an information programme for all urban residents, including children of school age (ICOMOS, 1987), the potential of urban areas for education and the importance of urban areas in ensuring the participation of the public (UNESCO, 2011, article 1) have all been stressed, especially for children and young people.

In parallel to these theoretical developments, specific heritage education programmes have been developed in a number of cities around the globe, such as Canterbury (UK) (4), Montana and Arizona (USA) (5), Delhi (India) (6) and Istanbul (Turkey) (7). Due to the rising number of individuals...
under 25 in population counts, already representing 43 percent of the global population (UNFPA, 2011), the need to develop heritage education programmes and projects for children and young people is growing. The fact that “about one in two people lives in a city” (UNFPA, 2011) means that there is an urgent need to develop heritage education programmes at the city level to make young people aware of where they live, who lived there before, what remains of the past today, what problems exist and what they can do to address them. As stated in the European Urban Charter, “adequate conservation can only be achieved through increased awareness among the general public. This requires the use of modern communication and promotion techniques, with special attention being directed at young people, as from school age” (CE, 1992, principle 2). In this respect, it is widely accepted that the education of children in matters related to the cultural heritage of their own city and generating interest in preservation is important not only for them to discover the history of their city but also to encourage their participation and enhance their quality of life.

In parallel with these developments around the globe, Turkey has also witnessed increasing efforts to heighten the level of understanding of heritage issues among children. Aside from the developments in formal education, certain institutions such as the Foundation for the Promotion and Protection of the Environment and Cultural Heritage, the Ankara Section of the Union of Architects and the Cultural Awareness Foundation and researchers (Asatekin, 2004) have been developing locally specific programmes aimed at children. Each heritage programme has different goals, whether the aim is to raise awareness of a specific type of cultural heritage or preservation issue or to teach local history and develop citizenship (Şimşek and Elitok, 2012). In Turkey, larger numbers of people are living in cities and according to reports from the Turkish Statistical Institute in 2011, 76.8 percent of the population live in cities and town centres. Moreover, the urban environment has undergone substantial changes due to recent urban transformation projects. Because these urban transformation projects generally cause irreversible changes in the authentic qualities of the urban fabric and lack public participation, there is a substantial need to educate the public on their rights as urban residents and their responsibilities for participating in decisions related to the urban environment. Therefore, these projects have greatly contributed to increasing the awareness of young people, as future adults, regarding their urban environment and encouraging them to participate in decisions related to the cities in which they live. In this context, the essence of this article is to emphasise how cities are important in the heritage education of children. The article makes significant contributions in demonstrating possible strategies in Turkey related to the heritage education of children at the municipal level and the important role of heritage education in setting the agenda on urban preservation issues and encouraging these future adults to participate in decisions related to their urban environment. Some 25.3 percent of the population of Turkey is below the age of 15 (18,886,575) (8), meaning that it is necessary to devote greater efforts towards developing heritage education programmes for children and young people to increase their awareness of the urban environment and encourage their participation.

The widely accepted recognition that European towns and cities are “… perfect places for personal development and access to learning and knowledge” (CE, 2008) is valid also for Turkey, given its long history, cultural diversity and variety of cultural heritage. In this respect, this

paper proposes that cities and towns with long histories, broad cultural diversity and wide variety in their cultural heritage (archaeological sites, monuments, houses, etc.) from different periods can be viewed as learning environments. The intention is to explore the role of cities as learning environments for the heritage education of children, proposing that the city, as a learning environment, can play a significant role in raising the awareness of children regarding local history, heritage and preservation problems, thereby fostering a sense of belonging on the part of children and encouraging their participation in decisions related to the urban environment.

To this end, the role of the city as a learning environment is examined through the different levels of awareness among children with respect to the local historical environment and preservation issues. It is based on the findings and results of the project entitled “Discovering the Cultural Heritage of Our City”, supported by the Science and Society Project Support Program 2011 of the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK). The project focuses on a particular case, the city of Aydın, and has two goals: first, to investigate the effectiveness of the city as a learning environment for heritage education with respect to the goals and approaches of the preservation discipline and second, on a practical level, to develop a model for heritage education and stimulate its implementation in other cities in Turkey. It is a rich, activity-based programme including 61 different activities over eight days and has been applied five times to different groups of participants. It combines education and entertainment, where children can quickly learn about heritage places through drama, site visits, painting, writing, and so on. It is an interdisciplinary programme that is enriched by the involvement of experts from different disciplines, including history, archaeology, art history, architecture and education from Adnan Menderes University. During the project, immovable cultural heritage, dating from prehistoric times to the Turkish Republican period in the city of Aydın, which is located in Western Anatolia (Figure 1), are studied.

The project has at its core the city and interactions among the children. In this article, the term “city” denotes urban heritage places (large and small) and their environments, urban residents (especially the residents using these places, those responsible for the preservation of heritage, people living next to cultural heritage, etc.) and heritage institutions located in the city. To validate the role of the city as a learning environment for heritage education, the question of how the key underlying principles and knowledge and activities can be integrated and balanced more effectively is raised. Furthermore, the project, as well as its findings and results, can act as a good indicator and source of data to address these questions.

TOwards the DEFINITION OF THE “CITY AS A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT”

Along with the global emphasis on cities, urban areas are not only centres of economic growth but also centres providing opportunities for education (UNESCO, 2011, article 1) (9). Given this emphasis, this study aims to examine how a particular city can affect children’s awareness of their heritage, the problems faced in the preservation of cultural heritage and the role of the city as a learning environment. To understand fully what “the city as a learning environment” means, one first needs to define the term “learning environment”. However, the intention of this article is
not to provide a literature review on the different definitions of “learning environment” but rather to provide a brief description of what “the city as a learning environment” means.

The learning environment is the main component of every education activity and has been studied in depth in educational research (e.g., Bloom, 1956; Joyce and Weil, 1996; Fraser, 1998). The aspects of learning environments and their classification have been studied in the educational context (e.g., Fraser and Fisher, 1982; den Brok, Brekelmans and Wubbels, 2004, Elshout-Mohr, Van Hout-Wolters and Broekkamp, 1999). As has been noted, “…the concept of learning environment is restricted to school settings”. In the study, the key underlying principles and knowledge and activities can be integrated and balanced more effectively is raised seven main aspects of the learning environment are defined: a) the physical context, in which learning and instruction occur; (b) the division of roles between teacher and learner; (c) the roles of learners in relation to each other; (d) learning goals; (e) the teacher’s method of instruction; (f) the tasks to be performed by the students; and (g) the materials used and the roles they play (Kock et al., 2004). The learning environment has been taken out of classrooms and schools in some cases (e.g., National Research Council, 1996 (10); Davies et al., 2012), thus extending beyond the physical architecture of the space (Dudek, 2000). It may also encompass psychosocial and pedagogical features (Fraser and Fisher, 1982; Roth, 2000). Given these views and changes in the concept of the learning environment, there is a substantial need to elaborate on the widespread practice in heritage education, including teaching about heritage places and visiting sites as powerful factors in successful heritage education. In other words, heritage places and/or historic sites can be considered learning environments. Substantial emphasis has been placed on the importance of heritage sites and/or historic sites in heritage education (e.g., Hunter, 1988 (11); Boland, 1994 (12); Harper, 1997 (13); Chin, 2002 (14); Aplin, 2007). The general tendency to regard heritage sites as teaching resources in heritage education is also valid for this project. However, the concept of “the city as a learning environment” goes beyond this general tendency.

The concept of “the city as a learning environment” has been asserted in a number of recent studies and defined in relation to different contexts (e.g., the need to use technology to create local connections and networks in the city context (15) and to “take advantage of the urban situation, using it to develop a relevant and meaningful education programme for schools” (16). In this paper, the concept of “the city as a learning environment” is based on four important key features of a city: (1) the potential and opportunities of the city as a display (1a) of cultural heritage from different periods, ranging from prehistoric times to the present, and (1b) different heritage types (e.g., archaeological sites such as mounds and ancient cities, monuments such as Ottoman madrasah, inns, baths and traditional houses), (1c) different preservation problems (e.g., material problems, use problems, inappropriate conservation interventions, etc.), and (1d) of the heritage issues for the generation of concepts through observation, exploration, and interpretation; (2) the potential of the city as a medium for interacting (2a) with institutions (e.g., the municipality, Regional Directorate of Foundations, museum) related to cultural heritage and (2b) with a culturally and socially diverse range of people; (3) the potential of a city to develop children’s understandings of the value of cultural heritage and (4) the strong role of the city in providing the distinguishing character of a locale and establishing a sense of place. The
concept of “the city as a learning environment”, based on some specific features of a city, as explained above, may provide children with an effective, interactive learning and teaching process in heritage education. Here, the main goal is to allow children to interact with heritage places, urban residents and the past in an urban context. In this way, the “city as a learning environment” integrates heritage places from different periods (e.g., museums, monuments, sites and buildings from different periods in a particular city) with urban residents (e.g., experts, neighbours, users and the general public) and relevant institutions (e.g., the municipality, the Regional Directorate of Culture and Tourism, museums, or the Regional Directorate of Foundations) for the heritage education of children. Accordingly, the concept the “city as a learning environment” is regarded not only as a topic of “history,” “art” and “culture” but also contributes to the appropriation of heritage by children, as the youngest residents of their city, and encourages their participation in preservation efforts and decisions related to the urban environment. In this respect, the city as a learning environment is considered an appropriate and complementary learning environment for reaching out to young people and all under-represented groups, encouraging them to participate as stated in Article 27 (UNESCO, 2011) (17).

It is important here to define heritage education precisely in the context of the “city as a learning environment”. The different definitions of heritage education (Hunter, 1988 (18); Boland, 1994, Van Boxtel and Grever, 2009 (19)) are not the central concern of this paper, but it is necessary to briefly summarise the previous literature to explain the differences and commonalities of the various approaches to the “city as a learning environment”. Generally, “the heritage education approach is intended to strengthen students’ understanding of concepts and principles about history and culture” (Hunter, 1988; Patrick, 1993 (20); Bolland, 1993 (21); Koman, 1994 (22)), while it also has the potential to increase the tolerance and knowledge of others (Aplin, 2007). Currently, attempts are being made to examine the contributions of heritage education to the construction of a shared historical knowledge, national identity and social cohesion, and active citizenship (23). Heritage education is regarded as a tool for acquiring key competences in the context of lifelong learning.

In relation with the intention of the project entitled “Discovering the Cultural Heritage of Our City”, the creation of an effective learning environment in a city is discussed in terms of four main features. First, it should facilitate on-site learning. The assumption is that the significance of places can be best recognised on-site through observation, experience and touch by and thinking and playing next to them. The first-hand experiences of children lead them to understand the realities and problems of cultural heritage and foster a desire to protect heritage.

Second, it should be based on developing partnerships with the relevant institutions and individuals (e.g., experts, the municipality, the Regional Directorate of Culture and Tourism, museums, the Regional Directorate of Pious Foundations). The interaction of children with the relevant institutions and individuals responsible on the subject of heritage leads them to actively participate in decision-making processes regarding preservation issues.

Third, it should rely on the active involvement of children throughout the learning process, for which a variety of methods and tools may be used to increase their engagement with cultural heritage, preservation problems.
and individuals (e.g., on-site drama activities, site visits, poster-making to highlight preservation problems, meetings with responsible institutions).

Fourth, the “city as a learning environment” should be based on a process of developing one’s own knowledge and values in interaction with the real environment, heritage issues, preservation problems and individuals. Apart from the general focus on cultural heritage in the city, the “city as a learning environment” approach is based on encouraging interactions

Table 1. Phases and modules.
with the relevant institutions and other individuals in the city involved in heritage issues and preservation.

This approach considers every heritage place, teacher, institution addressing heritage issues and resident of the city as both an educator and a student. In this respect, interactions with heritage places, other individuals and institutions forms the basis of this approach. Children are regarded as discoverers of knowledge through experiencing heritage and related issues in their own context and interactions with other urban residents. The method is not only based on the transfer of knowledge in a ready-made environment by educators but also uses the built environment and community as sources of information. Moreover, it is actively shaped by children and their experiences and interactions.

In relation to this approach, the physical space of the city is organised into three sub-areas: (1) immovable and movable cultural heritage (i.e., Aydın Museum, Dedekuyusu Mound, Tralleis, Ottoman baths, complexes, mosques, Ziraat Bankası [Agricultural Bank], Republican houses); (2) relevant institutions (i.e., Aydın Museum, the Aydın Regional Directorate of Foundations, Aydın Municipality, the Aydın Regional Directorate of Culture and Tourism); and (3) meeting places (i.e., with experts from different disciplines, individuals living next to heritage places, individuals participating poster exhibitions). In Figure 2, while certain primary cultural heritage are presented on the map, main meeting places, which can be anywhere where activities take place, are assigned.

At a practical level, the approach of the “city as a learning environment” is based on a process, through which the periods of a city’s cultural history are distributed chronologically. The process is designed in seven phases, encompassing six modules: (1) Historical Urban Development & Periods of Cultural History within the City, (2) Topics Related to Cultural Heritage and Preservation, (3) Heritage places, (4) People, (5) Institutions Related to Cultural Heritage, and (6) Activities. The details of each modules are provided in Table 1. This paper focuses on Aydın as a case study to understand the roles and effects of the city as a learning environment on the heritage education of children.

THE CITY OF AYDIN AS A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The city of Aydın is located in the west of Turkey near the Aegean Sea and a growing urban centre (Figure 1) with 191,000 residents (24). The early settlement of the city centre dates back to the Bronze Age. There are varieties of cultural heritage such as mosques, inns, madrasahs, mesjids, baths and complexes from the Ottoman period, and buildings such as banks, hotels, houses and shops from the period that began with the foundation of the Republic of Turkey (Figure 2). These heritage places are from different eras, such as Dedekuyusu (Deştepe) Mound from prehistoric times (Akdeniz, 2001), the Tralleis, an archaeological site from Antiquity (Dinç, 2003), the Nasuh Paşa Complex from the Ottoman period and Ziraat Bank from the Turkish Republican period. Therefore, the contemporary city centre features multiple layers of characteristics and a richness of heritage types, including archaeological sites (9), historical sites (3), religious and cultural buildings (54), military buildings (3), administrative buildings (15), industrial buildings (14) and residential buildings (98) (Aktekka, 2012).

In Aydın, the most famous heritage place is the Tralleis archaeological site, featuring the freestanding remains of a bath-gymnasium complex
from antiquity, known as “Üçgözler”. The Cihanoğlu Mosque from the
Ottoman period has been hailed as a prominent example of its type from
the era of the Ottoman Westernisation of the Aegean region (Goodwin,
1971, 388). In the 19th century, the city was well known, being on the
route of the first train line through Anatolia connecting İzmir with the
Aydın Line constructed in the second half of the 19th century. The city was
culturally diverse, featuring Greek, Jewish and Muslim quarters (Şimşek,
2011) and played a key role in the War of Independence, when many
buildings and sites from the Ottoman period, such as the city walls, the
public buildings, and the Greek and Jewish Quarters were demolished.
There are also various types of buildings from the Republican period,
including homes, banks and hotels. These cultural heritage are generally
beset by different preservation problems, such as inappropriate functions,
lack of use, material deterioration, lack of maintenance and insufficient
presentation, and very few still contribute to the social and economic life
of the city, although they have the potential for re-use and refunctioining.
Apart from these problems, the city is an administrative centre for cultural
heritage, containing such governmental institutions as the Aydın Regional
Directorate of Foundations (responsible for the cities of Aydın and Denizli),
the Regional Directorate of Culture and Tourism, and Regional Cultural
and Natural Assets Conservation Council (responsible for Aydın and
Denizli and offering residents the opportunity to participate in decision-
making processes regarding their cultural heritage). In this respect, the city centre of Aydın, which is rich in cultural heritage from various periods and faces many preservation problems, is home to the regional centres of a number of governmental institutions, affords children the opportunity to experience different aspects of their heritage, witness the preservation problems being experienced, and interact with individuals and institutions. In this respect, Aydın can be considered a good learning environment for heritage education. Thus, it is the intention of this paper to demonstrate the role of a city with the qualities mentioned above as a learning environment for heritage education.

METHOD AND SCOPE

The paper is based on the results and data gathered from a heritage education project offered by Adnan Menderes University for sixth and eighth grade students (164 children aged 12-14) in the primary schools (25) in Aydın. The programme was applied to 164 children over five periods of eight days each, and data were gathered over the summer of 2011. In particular, children (aged 12–14) from 11 schools located in city centre (Figure 3) are the main focus group, with priority assigned to employed children and high-risk groups. The geographical proximity of the schools to the city centre, where most of the heritage places are located, differs (from within the historical environment itself to schools approximately 1 km away), as well as the socio-economic statuses of the children. The children located to the south and east are predominantly children of lower-income immigrant families, while those living close to the city centre and in

Figure 3. Location of heritage places and schools in Aydın.
the western part of the city have a fairly even mix of native families and the children of civil servants from relatively higher income families.

This research was based on data on 61 activities with scientific themes (i.e., architectural characteristics, sources of information, surface investigations), heritage and urban themes (i.e., urban history, changes in the settlement over time, location, types of heritage places, preservation, values of heritage), social themes (i.e., civil rights and responsibilities, public participation and influence) collected to validate the methodology (Şimşek, 2011a), as shown in Table 2. The data were analysed using both qualitative and quantitative research methods: (1) analysis of questionnaires,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY THEMES</th>
<th>SCIENTIFIC THEMES</th>
<th>HERITAGE and URBAN THEMES</th>
<th>SOCIAL THEMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visiting the Dedekuyusu Mound and experiencing surface investigation, Visiting Tralleis, Visiting the Monuments of the Ottoman and Principalities period, Visiting the Cultural Heritage dated back to the Turkish Republican Period, Observing and Experiencing Excavation on Site.</td>
<td>Visiting Aydın Regional Directorship of Culture and Tourism and seminar on the Mission and Responsibility of the Regional Directorship, Visiting Aydın Museum and seminar on the Museum’s Mission and Responsibility, Visiting Regional Directorship of the Pious Foundation and seminar on Its Mission and Responsibility, Visiting Aydın Municipality and seminar on Its Mission and Responsibility, Workshop 6: Interview with Public – Monuments and Public Statements, Poster Festival, Project Festival</td>
<td>Drama 7: How did they construct the ancient structures?, Seminar on General Characteristics of Cultural Heritage, Seminar on Values of Cultural Heritage, Seminar on the Problems Related with the Preservation of Cultural Heritage and Principles of Preservation, Reading the old city of Aydın from the Photographs, Seminar on Historical Development of Aydın.</td>
<td>Searching at the Library of Adnan Menderes University, Film Demonstration: Life at Prehistoric times at Anatolia, Game 3: Finding the objects from past, Defining and interpreting archaeological objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2) content analysis, (3) semi-structured interviews and (4) observations. Four programme experts (an architect-preservation specialist, two experts on education and an archaeologist) analysed and evaluated the data. Data triangulation is based on overlapping the results of a pre-test, post-test, content analysis, semi-structured interviews and observations to maintain and increase reliability and validity. Four different forms of data were used: (1) pre-test and post-test questionnaires, (2) posters on preservation issues, (3) written documents; and (4) pictures and figures.

The pre-test and post-test questionnaires are based on eight main topics related to the main themes of the program: (1) the definition of cultural heritage, (2) the basic characteristics of cultural heritage, (3) cultural heritage and heritage related scientific disciplines, (4) knowledge on cultural heritage in Turkey, (5) knowledge on and approaches to the preservation of cultural heritage and basic principles of preservation, (6) knowledge on cultural heritage in their city, (7) value and importance of cultural heritage, and (8) problems related to the preservation of cultural heritage in Aydın. A pre-test questionnaire (15 items) and a post-test (10 items) were used to measure the changes in the children’s level of knowledge on heritage issues and their appreciation of heritage places, applied before the programme and at the end. The children completed the questionnaires under the guidance of two observers. The questions were designed to evaluate whether the children had gained knowledge on heritage and preservation issues and improved their understandings and approaches.

Content analysis is employed to assess the contributions and effectiveness of the city as a learning environment. It is based on understanding the meanings attributed by the children through their outcome products such as the texts, paintings, posters and the phrases used. The data obtained through the content analysis are classified in relation to the outcome products, with the findings interpreted through a descriptive analysis. Two researchers individually coded and classified the data to increase reliability. The documents analysed through the content analysis were read three times, with a similar classification made each time. For instance, the content analysis of the 66 posters, submitted by 80 percent of the children, provided insight into not only the changes in the knowledge but also the children’s sensitivity in addressing preservation problems.

After the daily exercises, a semi-structured interview was generally applied. The children were asked questions on the main topics of the exercises to assess the changes in their knowledge and understanding. During these exercises, the experts systematically watched the children and recorded their statements. Of the sixty-one (61) activities during the programme, the results of various activities such as site visits, drama activities, workshops, seminars, and games were considered to explain and support the findings. As shown in Table 3, the following research methods are used to analyse and evaluate the daily activities.

FINDINGS

In conjunction with the stated purpose and method, this paper analyses the role and effectiveness of the city as a learning environment for heritage education by attempting to understand the changes in the children’s knowledge, understandings, attitudes and opinions regarding the heritage concept, heritage places sites within their city, and approaches to
preservation. The findings are evaluated according to three criteria: first, the children’s knowledge on the concept of “heritage” and cultural heritage in Aydın; second, the values and significance accorded by the children; and third, the children’s approaches to preservation and the preservation problems identified by them.

Children’s Knowledge of the “Heritage” Concept and Heritage Places in the City

The project reveals that children had low levels of knowledge, interest in and engagement with heritage in Aydın prior to the education programme. The programme, which enables children to learn in, through and about the cultural heritage of and heritage places in their city through first-hand experience, made a substantial contribution to increasing the children’s awareness of heritage types, heritage places sites and enhancing their knowledge. Therefore, the programme demonstrates that experiencing heritage places sites within a city plays a valuable role in not only identifying heritage places sites but also increasing the knowledge of children regarding the concept of heritage, types of heritage and the main characteristics of cultural heritage. This type of experience provides children with information on what heritage is, what heritage places look like, what the basic characteristics are, where they are located within the city, how they are used, what their physical conditions are and other topics.

Table 3. Methods used for analysing and evaluating the data gathered through the activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>CONTENT ANALYSIS</th>
<th>OBSERVATIONS</th>
<th>SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEMINARS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAMA</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKSHOP</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAME</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTERS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITE VISITS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Number of children identifying the heritage items under the concept of heritage.
Therefore, the city as a display of heritage places makes a substantial contribution to the development of children’s understandings of the concept of heritage, heritage types and their basic characteristics.

Most children in the programme had difficulty in defining the types of heritage prior to programme. According to a multiple choice questionnaire on the types of cultural heritage applied at the beginning of the programme, only nine (9) percent of the children were able to identify the six given cultural heritage types (historical buildings, antique objects, traditional houses, archaeological sites, the Mevlevi Sema Ceremony, folk tales). Unexpectedly, most of the children were unaware that “archaeological sites” (54 percent) and “traditional houses” (45 percent) also fall under the concept of “heritage”. The results show that most of the children link the concept of “heritage” with classical view of “old buildings” (90 percent). After the programme, the children were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the 11 different types of heritage listed as forms of cultural heritage under Law No: 2863 on the Conservation of Cultural Natural Property. Figure 4 is a visual presentation of the responses to these 11 heritage types. The responses indicated that 23 percent of children (38) were aware that all of the given choices were included in the concept of “heritage”. In addition to the classical understanding of heritage in relation to ‘old buildings’ (i.e., baths-95 percent/156, inns-91 percent/149), there was an increase in the number of children who were aware that assets of an archaeological nature, such as mosaics (90 percent/148), mounds (85 percent/139), statues of gods and goddesses (82 percent/134) and rock-cut graves (70 percent/115) are also included in the concept of heritage. Additionally, approximately 70 percent of children (115) were aware of the different heritage types after the programme.

The findings also indicate that the children’s understandings of certain heritage types such as mounds, archaeological sites, baths, and inns (above 80 percent), which were experienced during the education programme, was better than their understandings of other heritage types (i.e., caves with paintings, places from the War of Independence and martyrdom sites, houses used by Atatürk were below 70 percent), which were explained through lectures but not experienced on-site. Thus, the programme demonstrates that experiencing heritage places on-site makes a substantial contribution to heightening children’s awareness and developing their understandings of different types of heritage that is greater than that achieved by lectures alone.

The programme also highlights the importance of the city as an assemblage of heritage places capable of providing children with knowledge on basic characteristics of heritage. Thus, children had the opportunity to experience and compare different basic characteristics of heritage assets and develop their understandings. Regarding the basic characteristics, the children were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with four basic characteristics of heritage assets and rated the given statements on a scale from 1 to 4, ranging from “Disagree” to “Agree”, as shown in Figure 5. For instance, the high level of agreement with statement II demonstrates that most of the children had learned that each heritage asset is unique, as shown in Figure 5. Statement I shows that 89 percent of children had become aware that heritage assets are authentic in terms of material, design, technology and detail. Moreover, it was observed that the children provided examples from the heritage places that they visited when
discussing the basic characteristics of heritage assets. Therefore, the results indicate that city allowed children to obtain first-hand experiences with different heritage places, which was very beneficial to the development of their understandings of the basic characteristics of heritage assets.

Prior to the education programme, the children were asked whether seven items fall under the concept of a heritage asset: Ephesus, the Anatolian Civilisation Museum, the Miniature of the Ottoman Navy, Miletos İlyas Bey Mosque, Aydın Court, and one additional item, the Trojan horse, which is not a heritage asset. In comparison to well-known heritage assets such as Ephesus and the Anatolian Civilisation Museum, as shown in Figure 6, the children generally failed to identify the Miletos İlyas Bey Mosque and Aydın Court, which are located within the borders of their city (near the city centre), as heritage assets. In addition, the responses to the question in the pre-programme test “What cultural heritage sites have

![Figure 5. Number of children identifying the basic characteristics of heritage assets.](image1)
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you visited in the city of Aydın?” indicate that of the 164 participants, most of the children (60 percent) had never visited a heritage site, monument or museum in Aydın’s city centre. This indicates that children were not generally interested in heritage places did not recognise them. Therefore, the majority of children had only limited experience with the heritage sites in Aydın prior to the education programme.

After the program, the children were asked to write down the names of the historic buildings or heritage sites in Aydın, of which photographs were provided. Figure 7 shows the distribution of accurate identifications of heritage sites in the city of Aydın. It is clear that heritage sites such as Tralleis, Dedekuyusu Mound and Ziraat Bank, which were analysed in depth and experienced without focusing on similar types of heritage assets, were recalled accurately by 90 percent of the children (147). However, the responses reveal that the names of heritage assets such as the Cihanoğlu Complex, Nasuh Paşa Inn and the Şehitler Monument, Nasuh Paşa Baths and Alihan Baba Tomb, which were experienced in a single day, were correctly identified by less than 72 percent of the children (118). This indicates that the children were able to increase their level of knowledge on Aydın’s heritage sites by experiencing them in their own settings, combined with guidance from and interactions with experts. However, experiencing many similar types of heritage assets in a given day might difficulty in recalling the names of heritage assets. In addition, some 90 percent of the respondents labelled the photograph of the remains of the Bath-Gymnasium Complex with its proper name “Tralleis” rather than its local name “Üçgözler”. Thus, the programme made a substantial contribution to the development of children’s recognition of heritage.
assets and places in their city and facilitated their understandings of their appearances and names.

The programme demonstrated that heritage education provides children with an interesting opportunity to learn on-site how and where the first settlements were founded, how they were changed and moved and how these past cultures lived. (Figure 8) While the posters on Dedekuyusu Mound including artefacts from Bronze Age generally demonstrate that the children learned that it was the first settled area near the city centre of Aydın, the children were also generally aware that Tralleis was the second area settled. The chronological distribution of historical periods throughout the days of the programme was tremendously helpful on developing the children’s understandings of not only the urban development of the city, but also developments in human history. In addition, the programme demonstrates that an effective module was developed for children to learn about prehistoric times by integrating several activities and tools such as experiential surface investigations, lecturing and guidance by an expert, films, drama exercises, information sheets and painting. For instance, the children’s paintings on life at the Dedekuyusu Mound show that the children were able to accurately depict life at the Dedekuyusu Mound during the Bronze Age. As shown in Figure 9, children drew daily activities such as hunting, farming, fires and animal husbandry that characterised life during the Bronze Age.

Thus, this programme, which emphasised on on-site learning and first-hand experiences at heritage sites such as archaeological sites, museums, monuments on the streets, and enjoyable activities, stimulated the children’s interest in heritage sites and the history of the city, curiosity about the past and enhanced the children’s historical and critical thinking. The city as a display of heritage assets is an effective learning environment for developing children’s understandings of heritage concepts, heritage types, their basic characteristics and increasing children’s recognition on heritage and engagement with the city.

Values and Significance Accorded by the Children

The outcomes of the education programme indicate that the city is an effective environment for children to learn heritage values and internalise them. The programme demonstrates that children easily accept newly learned values, organise their values and create their own value systems for different heritage assets. The values and significance of cultural heritage relate to decisions regarding why cultural heritage should be preserved are important. Therefore, the heritage places and assets within a city allow children to learn different types of heritage values, compare and internalise them, such as the document value of Tralleis, the historical value of the Ottoman period, and the architectural value of the buildings dated to the Turkish Republican period.

The programme has substantial effects of the children’s feelings, values and appreciation related to heritage assets. Prior to the programme, most of the children regarded the informational value and historical value as the prominent criteria for the preservation of heritage over other factors such as memory value, educational value, and aesthetic value. In the multiple-choice question, “Do you think that cultural heritage must be protected? If yes, why?” administered prior to the programme, of the five possible responses, “protected for its informational value” was accorded the highest importance (84 percent/138), followed by “protected for
historical/informational value/age value” (23 percent/38). In response to the open-ended question, “Why do you think the preservation of heritage is necessary?”, the responses were grouped according their content, which was categorised according to the value types (i.e., informational value, historical value, economic and tourism value, educational value), that are widely accepted in the preservation literature. Of the 164 children surveyed, 34 percent (56) prioritised informational value and 24 percent (39) prioritised historical value, as shown in Figure 10. To compare the effects of the programme on the children’s appreciation of heritage assets, the respondents were asked a similar open-ended question, “Why do you think that preservation of heritage is necessary?”, at the end of the programme. As Figure 10 demonstrates, the children continued to emphasise informational value (21 percent/34) and historical value (21 percent/34). Among the most striking results of this open-ended question was substantial emphasis on such values as educational value (10 percent/16), uniqueness (4 percent/6) and document (2 percent/3). This shows that the children internalise certain specific values and meanings such as educational value, cultural value, architectural value, uniqueness value and document value, which they did not mention prior to the education programme.

The programme shows that visiting heritage places sites within the city gives children the opportunity to learn different value types and apply these newly learned values to different cultural heritage. In the case of the buildings dated to the Turkish Republican period, the children, who analysed and compared the architectural features with those of more recent buildings (Figure 11), agreed that traditional houses dated to the Turkish Republican period are of particular importance due to their architectural and historical values and to remember the lifestyles of the past. In another case, Tralleis, the children, who did not have any information on the document value of cultural heritage prior to the programme, mentioned the importance of Tralleis for its document value. Most of the children agreed that Tralleis is important for its informational and document value and explained this using phrases as “Tralleis is tangible evidence of the past”,

Figure 10. Distribution of children’s responses on the question “Why do you think the preservation of heritage is necessary?”

Figure 11. A view from the site visit to the buildings dated to Turkish Republican Period.
“it gives significant information on past”, and “Tralleis informs us about our past”. In addition, the economic value of Tralleis received far greater attention than in the responses to the pre-test. Some common phrases such as “it has great value for tourism”, “it is worth seeing for tourists and has economic value”, and “Tralleis can contribute to the economic development of our country” indicate that children agreed that Tralleis is important for its economic and tourism value. This shows that the city as an assemblage of heritage places and assets allows children to analyse and compare heritage assets on-site and contributes to their learning new values and developing deeper understandings of them. Moreover, the drama activity titled ‘Stop destroying cultural heritage!’ demonstrates that most of the children believed that the monuments of the Ottoman period should be preserved due to their informational and historical value. Thus, the changes in the children’s valuations of heritage assets indicate that the programme allows children to create their own value systems for a specific heritage asset and makes a substantial contribution to their critical thinking skills. Therefore, identifying and comparing different heritage places within the context of the city can provide children an opportunity to internalise different value types and develop their own value systems for specific heritage assets.

In addition, the participation of heritage institutions in the programme and sharing their expertise with the children are useful and exciting ways for the children to internalise the values and importance accorded heritage assets. In an activity involving interactions with officials at Aydın Museum (Figure 12), the children asked what they would do if they found an ancient object in a field. It was noteworthy that many children, after learning about the punishments for not presenting ancient objects to a museum, presented a scenario that emphasised the necessity and importance of delivering ancient objects to a museum in subsequent drama activities. In addition, this information presented by museum officials on the public’s responsibility to deliver ancient objects to a museum changed the behaviours of some children who believed that they had found ancient objects near heritage places in the past. As a result, two children brought their finds to the museum. The interactions with officials from Aydın Museum provided the children with information on their own responsibility, the responsibility of Aydın Museum, and recognising the value of movable heritage assets. Thus, programmes that can improve the dialogue between heritage experts and children and the exchange of ideas and meanings are useful and beneficial for the development of meaningful communication on heritage assets, children’s understandings of the responsibilities of the public and increasing public participation. As a result, the city is a powerful environment for developing children’s understandings of heritage values and creating beneficial changes in the children’s attitudes towards heritage assets. Moreover, introducing the interpretations of individuals such as experts, officials and members of the public enriched the experiences of children in terms of the understanding the mutable characteristics of heritage values.

The programme also demonstrates that the focus of the activities and the subjects emphasised by experts are among the main factors affecting children’s valuations of specific types of heritage assets. While the children’s emphasis on the architectural value of buildings dated to the Turkish Republican period was related to the architect’s emphasis on the architectural characteristics of the buildings and activities related to the analysis of architectural features, the archaeologist’s emphasis on-site
(Figure 13) was reflected in the children’s focus on informational and document value. Therefore, the development of a meaningful balance between on-site activities, their emphasis and their relationships with specific heritage assets is among the challenges facing heritage educators.

**Approaches to the Preservation of Cultural Heritage**

Efforts to encourage children to participate in decisions related to the urban environment in which they live have been considered in the areas of planning, urban design, heritage and citizenship. To encourage participation, emphasis was placed on the development of educational resources and activities. In this respect, the education programme indicates that allowing children to view, experience and identify preservation issues related to heritage assets in their city and speaking out about them at the local level makes a substantial contribution to a variety of aspects such as children’s understandings of preservation concepts, preservation issues, interventions and participation as urban residents. The programme provides evidence that the city can provide children with important learning experiences related to preservation issues and encourage their participation in decision-making at the local level.

The children’s understandings of the meaning of preservation increased substantially. Of the 164 children asked the key question “what does restoration mean?” prior to programme, 55 percent provided the correct definition; however, 45 percent did not and some of them mistook the term ‘restoration’ for ‘restaurant’ or ‘radiation’. After the programme, children were asked to rate basic statements related to preservation on a scale from 1 to 4, ranging from “Disagree” to “Agree”. Table 4 presents the number and percentage of agreement with statements one through ten. As shown in the table, the children’s levels of agreement were high (above 70 percent), indicating that they had made cognitive and affective improvements in the form of increased interest in certain aspects of preservation. For instance, Statement I shows that 95 percent of children became aware of the necessity of permanent maintenance to slow the deterioration of
cultural heritage. Similarly, the high level of agreement with Statement III (85 percent) indicates that there was a substantial, positive change in the children’s understandings of the necessity of interventions to ensure the preservation of cultural heritage. Additionally, the high level of agreement with Statement II (90 percent) shows that the programme provided the children with new perceptions of the importance of controlling environmental factors to prevent the deterioration of cultural heritage. Regarding Statements IV and X, the percentages of correct responses were approximately 71 percent and 81 percent, respectively. The responses indicate that experiencing authentic heritage assets, their current physical condition and preservation issues in real-life enable children to validate the information they receive on certain aspects of preservation and facilitate their explanations of and justifications for various aspects of preservation. For instance, the experiences and observations of children at the Nasuh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENTS ON PRESERVATION CONCEPT</th>
<th>AGREE</th>
<th>DISAGREE</th>
<th>UNDECIDED</th>
<th>NO IDEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Deterioration of cultural heritage can be retarded through permanent maintenance.</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Deterioration of cultural heritage can be prevented by controlling environmental factors.</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Lack of necessary and sufficient interventions on cultural heritage cause irreversible damage to cultural heritage.</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV The interventions do not be harmful on the authentic features of cultural heritage.</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V New uses proposed for cultural heritage should be compatible with physical and architectural characteristics of cultural heritage.</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI It is not necessary to keep cultural heritage environment’s clean.</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII We can cover the wall of cultural heritage in graffiti.</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII There is no need to follow the warning in signboard in heritage places.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX We do not cause erosion on the architectural pieces by stepping on them.</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X The intervention is not based on authentic documents and must not stop at the point where conjecture begins.</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4. Ratings on children’s agreements on the basic statements about preservation.*
Paşa Bath, which was in poor condition due to dampness in the walls and a lack of maintenance, facilitated the process of developing the children’s understandings of Statements I, II and III. Therefore, the programme represents a powerful tool to involve children in the process of thinking about and evaluating preservation issues.

Experiencing preservation problems on-site encourages children to consider preservation issues. In case of the open-ended question “Do you think there are problems preserving cultural heritage within the city centre of Aydın?”, the responses indicate that children who were able to observe and experience the preservation issues facing heritage assets on-site commonly made clear statements regarding their opinions of the preservation issues confronting heritage assets in their city. As shown in Figure 14, combined problems of preservation were emphasised such as the lack of necessary interventions, the lack of maintenance and insufficient presentation of site by 12 percent of the children (20) and the lack of necessary conservation interventions and maintenance, insufficient presentation of site, vandalism and the lack of sensitivity by 10 percent of the children (16). Some 8 percent of the children (13) emphasised the low level of awareness of the sites among urban residents and the lack of tourism. Thus, the wide range of problems identified by the children demonstrates that the programme, which not only uses heritage places but also individuals such as experts, officials working at heritage institutions and the public as a source of information, substantially improved children’s understandings of preservation issues in their physical and social dimensions.

The project-based activity, designing a poster on the preservation issues associated with a selected cultural heritage asset in the city of Aydın,
demonstrates that the children acquired meaningful experiences, developed a concern for the problems facing a particular heritage asset and were able to clearly articulate the preservation issues. Moreover, one of the programme’s major contributions was to improve the children’s ability to identify these issues, which is among the main components of problem solving. Thus, the programme substantially improved the children’s understandings of the built environment. Faced with these problems and preservation issues, children discover the realities of their cultural heritage and city as shown in Table 5. For instance, those focusing on the ancient city of Tralleis (39 percent) highlighted the lack of presentation materials, lack of use, the graffiti, excessive litter, the lack of maintenance and conservation interventions as the problems experienced at the site. On some
occasions, the lack of tourism potential was identified as a problem. (Figure 15) In the case of Dedekuyusu Mound, chosen by 27 percent the children, the excessive litter and lack of maintenance were stressed as issues, as well as the presence of high-voltage electricity pylons on the mound and its use as a picnic area. (Figure 16) Often, the lack of infrastructure to promote the site as a tourism destination (i.e., information panels, entrance and fences) was suggested as a problem. The children studying at the school next to Dedekuyusu Mound, who were unaware of the importance of the site prior to the programme, generally emphasised the lack of signage as a problem. Nasuh Pasha Bath was emphasised by 21 percent of the students, parts of which are currently used as a restaurant and for storage, and is in poor physical condition. Some children made comparison between the physical conditions of the Ottoman monuments in their posters as shown Figure 17.

After the on-site observations and semi-structured interviews, the children were shocked with the poor physical condition and use of the bath, with the most commonly highlighted problems being dampness, rubbish in the storage area, the lack of maintenance and poor conservation interventions. Regarding the monuments and houses from the Turkish Republican period, visual pollution on the façades and the lack of use were generally viewed as the most common problems. Moreover, 10 percent of the children emphasised the poor physical condition of houses dated to the Turkish Republican period, specifically the lack of maintenance and inappropriate conservation interventions. (Figure 18) In this context, the city allows children to witness the physical condition and preservation issues facing cultural heritage and create opportunity to identify problems. Additionally, the children’s attempts to convey various messages on their posters as shown in Table 5 represented an opportunity to consider different and similar aspects of heritage and preservation issues and highlight analogies between parallel situations in heritage places within the city.

Moreover, this programme, which provided the children with the opportunity to move from the experience of identifying problems to experiences related to the presentation of preservation issues using posters, involves the children with the tools to express their opinions and develops
their participatory role as urban residents. In addition, by presenting their posters in an exhibition at a mall, the children discovered strategies for conveying their messages on the preservation of heritage and speaking out on the issues and problems related to heritage assets in their city (Figure 19). Additionally, news articles in both the national and local press using the words of the children raised interest in the cultural heritage of Aydın. Thus, the city served as a medium for highlighting local heritage and the problems associated with its preservation, not only for children but also for the general public, experts and officials.

Combining design-based activities with heritage places offers children opportunity to think about and investigate the relationship between heritage places and innovative uses for them. For instance, in an activity entitled “creativity and the archaeological site” (26), the children were asked to design specific symbols at Tralleis, which would bring to mind the ancient city of Tralleis, to be printed on t-shirts. The project team encouraged the children to express their thoughts and ideas individually
on the aspects of the site that affected the children the most. Most of the children adopted the semi-circular arches of the “Üçgözler” as their symbol, which is the remains of the bath-gymnasium complex, to be placed on the t-shirts. The arches were generally illustrated with their general outline. Other symbols selected by the children were small objects such as antique oil lamps, vases and pottery. A small number of children used slogans on their shirts such as “Tralleis” and “Memory of Aydın”, while a smaller number used a heart-shaped pattern that can be found on an in-situ mosaic floor at Tralleis. Through the creation of a small-scale version of a real-life situation, the children were able to experience one of the ways in which cultural heritage can be used in real life, apart from the heritage assets themselves. This expands the scope of the learning process to include creativity. Involving children in a design-based activity related to a heritage site, and using the site as a source of information and images, demonstrates that heritage places sites have substantial potential for developing children’s creative thinking skills.
CONCLUSION

This study on teaching and learning about cultural heritage and educational effectiveness demonstrated the importance of the city as a learning environment that promotes children’s learning regarding heritage and preservation issues in their environment and their involvement as urban residents. The results supported our hypotheses and established a connection between the city as a learning environment and heritage issues. The principles necessary to ensure that the city is an effective learning environment are illustrated through the case study of an education programme. The following principles address the main aspects of education programmes that heritage educators should consider when attempting to use a city as an effective learning environment for children:

- The character of the city as a physical context for learning and teaching is very influential in developing children’s understandings of the issues of heritage, preservation and historical thinking. The role of the city is to provide a physical and cognitive environment conducive to learning about the past and the present. Opportunities to experience heritage places of different types from different periods and to face various preservation issues enhance children’s learning and understanding.

- Ensuring the city’s effectiveness as a learning environment requires the establishment of reciprocal relationships among children, heritage institutions and the public. Practice providing learning opportunity is necessary, but not sufficient, and the program must not fail to ensure the participation of interested institutions, officials and experts, who address and make decisions related to heritage assets. By supporting relationships between children and heritage institutions and officials, their understandings of civil rights and responsibilities will be improved and their participation will be encouraged. Additionally, the children should be encouraged to participate in decisions concerning the urban environment and have the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes by sharing their opinions with heritage experts, officials and the public through presentations and exhibitions.

- The activities offered by an educational programme are the critical determinants of learning. The programme indicates that a process focussing on urban history and six modules is generally effective for developing a holistic perspective on heritage and preservation issues, influences the children’s historical thinking and provides them with the opportunity to understand heritage places sites as a part of the whole city and its history. The opportunity to use the city to present a narrative of urban history through the physical remains of heritage assets promotes the development of a holistic perspective towards heritage assets on the part of children.

- Moreover, activities allowing children to identify real-life problems, which may prepare them to address real life issues related to cultural heritage and associated concerns are essential components of the programme. Appropriate teaching practices ensure an optimal balance between the teacher’s role and the children’s own experiences and engagement. Activities emphasising experiencing the realities of the urban environment and identifying problems have the potential to generate a synergy
that can encourage interventions to preserve heritage assets and provide a sense of belonging on the part of children with respect to the heritage of their own city. Project-based activities allow heritage assets within the city to be understood as an environment presenting the opportunity for critical thinking, creative thinking and problem solving and to regard the programme as a resource for encouraging participation.

A programme based on the principles explained above forms the basis of a model for heritage education that can be applied on a wider national scale. As demonstrated by this programme, the concept of “the city as a learning environment” has the potential to deliver results similar to those outlined above to other cities in Turkey that share characteristics with Aydın.

As cities become more important than ever before, this project has the potential to make support for heritage places in a city increasingly relevant to the widest range of individuals and to facilitate the participation of young people in decision-making at a local level. Therefore, the city as a learning environment for heritage education has substantial potential to engage and connect with young people, making them more important than ever before in Turkey and beyond. Consequently, the city plays a crucial role in not only producing cognitive and affective gains related to heritage and preservation issues, but also in shaping the future of our citizenry. There is a need not only in Turkey but also around the world to be aware of the substantial value of cities as a learning environment.
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